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estate (noting prospective purchasers of lots were required to be advised of such 
development provisions relating to the property).  For more information in this regard 
please contact the Shire’s Principal Environmental Health Officer on 9848 0312. 

iii. Noting that there was a submission to the proposed development by an adjoining 
landowner that raised concerns regarding potential overlooking issues, 
notwithstanding the Shire of Denmark has not imposed any screening requirements, 
the applicant/landowner may wish to give consideration to installing visual privacy 
screening to the north-eastern ends of Alfresco 2 and the balcony/decking adjoining 
the Master Bedroom. 

iv. Rainwater tanks intended for use as a potable water supply should be installed in 
accordance with the Department of Health’s standard on water tanks.  This includes 
but is not limited to a “First Flush Water Diverter’ (for detailed information see ‘Water’ 
link at http://www.public.health.wa.gov.au). 

v. It is the responsibility of the applicant to ensure that building setbacks correspond with 
the legal description of the land. This may necessitate re-surveying and re-pegging the 
site.  The Shire of Denmark will take no responsibility for incorrectly located buildings. 

vi. It is the responsibility of the developer to search the title of the property to ascertain 
the presence of any easements and/or restrictive covenants that may apply. 

 
3. Advise the submitters of Council’s decision.  
 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY: 9/0 Res: 070617 
 
 

8.1.4 SCHEME AMENDMENT 139 – REMOVING “AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
STATION” DENOTION ON LOT 7648 KERNUTTS ROAD, HAY  

File Ref: TPS3/SA139 (A3807; A3246); TPS3/SA84 
Applicant / Proponent: Veris on behalf of Landcorp on behalf of State of Western Australia) 
Subject Land / Locality: Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay  
Disclosure of Officer Interest: Nil 
Date: 7 June 2017 
Author: Annette Harbron, Director of Planning & Sustainability 
Authorising Officer: Annette Harbron, Director of Planning & Sustainability 

Attachments: 8.1.4 – Item 8.1.1 from 16 August 2016 Council Meeting (including 
attachments) 

       

 
Summary: 
Planning Services have received a modified request to initiate a Scheme Amendment to Town 
Planning Scheme No. 3 (TPS No. 3) to remove the “Agricultural Research Station (AR)” denotion 
that is associated with the “Public Use” local scheme reservation over Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, 
Hay.  This modification to the local scheme reservation will then facilitate the subject land parcel, 
and the adjoining Lot 7576 Kernutts Road, being included into the adjoining Denmark Catchment 
State Forest for conservation purposes (noting this land currently has a “Public Use” local scheme 
reservation in place). 
 
Having due regard to the relevant provisions of TPS No .3, the Shire’s adopted Local Planning 
Strategy (2011) and Council’s intentions for the land for some time, it is recommended that 
Scheme Amendment No. 139 be initiated. 

 
Background: 
At the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 16 August 2016, Council considered a request to 
initiate a Scheme Amendment to TPS No. 3 to reclassify Lot 7576 Kernutts Road, Hay from 
“Public Use” local scheme reserve to “Parks and Recreation” local scheme reserve and Lot 7648 

http://www.public.health.wa.gov.au/
ea
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Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public Use – Agricultural Research Station’ local scheme reserve to 
“Rural” with an “Additional Use (A24)” zone to apply, and resolved as follows (Res No: 060816): 
 
That with respect to the request to initiate a Scheme Amendment to reclassify Lot 7576 Kernutts 
Road, Hay from “Public Use” to “Parks & Recreation” and Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay from 
“Public Use – Agricultural Research Station” to “Rural”, Council: 
1. Not initiate Scheme Amendment 139 at this point in time; 
2. Seek to undertake discussions with the Department of Lands and the Minister for Lands 

regarding the disposal of this land to the adjoining State Forest landholding; noting Council 
has concerns over the current State Government requirement for government departments 
to purchase land from government departments; and 

3. Re-consider the matter at the earliest available Council meeting following discussions with 
the Department of Lands and the Minister for Lands. 

 
Attached as Attachment 8.1.4 is the relevant Council minutes and associated attachments 
pertaining to the above Council resolution. 
  
Following the Council resolution, the applicant’s revisited their proposal, including undertaking 
discussions with the Department of Lands and the Department of Parks and Wildlife, and have 
subsequently modified the Scheme Amendment proposal such that the proposal entails the 
removal of the “Agricultural Research Station (AR)” denotion over the subject land – with the 
Department of Lands agreeing to facilitate transfer of the subject land, and the adjoining Lot 7576 
Kernutts Road, for inclusion into the adjoining Denmark Catchment State Forest for conservation 
purposes. 
 
Consultation: 
In accordance with the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015, 
a ‘basic amendment’ (refer explanation under ‘Statutory Obligations’) is not required to be the 
subject of public advertising; referral to the Environmental Protection Authority for consideration 
is still required. 
 
External Consultation  
 Veris (applicant) 
 
Internal Consultation  
 Development Co-ordination Unit 

 
Statutory Obligations:   
 Planning and Development Act 2005 – TPS No. 3 is an operative Local Planning Scheme 

under the Act; 
 Town Planning Scheme No. 3 – Lot 7648 Kernutts Road is currently reserved as “Public Use 

– Agricultural Research Station”; and 
 Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 – The Regulations 

set the procedure for amending a town planning scheme. 
 
The Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 provide for 
complex, standard and basic amendments.  In relation to Scheme Amendment No. 139, it is 
considered to be a basic amendment having regard to Regulation 34 which is defined as: 
 
(a) an amendment to correct an administrative error; 
(b) an amendment to the scheme so that it is consistent with the model provisions in Schedule 

1 or with another provision of the local planning scheme; 
(c) an amendment to the scheme text to delete provisions that have been superseded by the 

deemed provisions in Schedule 2; 
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(d) an amendment to the scheme so that it is consistent with any other Act that applies to the 
scheme or the scheme area; 

(e) an amendment to the scheme so that it is consistent with a State planning policy; 
(f) an amendment to the scheme map to include a boundary to show the land covered by an 

improvement scheme or a planning control area; 
(g) an amendment to the scheme map that is consistent with a structure plan, activity centre 

plan or local development plan that has been approved under the scheme for the land to 
which the amendment relates if the scheme currently includes zones of all the types that 
are outlined in the plan; 

(h) an amendment that results from a consolidation of the scheme in accordance with section 
92(1) of the Act;  

(i) an amendment to the scheme so that it is consistent with a region planning scheme that 
applies to the scheme area if the amendment will have minimal effect on the scheme or 
landowners in the scheme area. 
 

Policy Implications: 
There are no policy implications. 
 
Budget / Financial Implications: 
Fees associated with the amendment have been paid as per Council’s operative Fees and 
Charges Schedule. 
 
Strategic & Corporate Plan Implications: 
The subject land is designated in the adopted Local Planning Strategy as ‘Public Use’ – a 
designation that reflects the current scheme reservation in Town Planning Scheme No. 3.  Due 
regard has been given to the relevant Local Planning Strategy provisions within Scheme 
Amendment No. 139, namely Part 1 Section 4.7 Natural Resource Management 
 
The report and officer recommendation is consistent with Council’s adopted Strategic Plan 
Objectives & Goals and the Corporate Business Plan Actions and Projects in the following specific 
ways: 
 
Strategic Community Plan 
Environment Objective: Denmark’s natural environment is regionally significant, wild and 
beautiful, yet so inviting and fragile that its protection and enhancement is carefully balanced in 
meeting the needs of current and future generations’ lifestyle, development and tourism needs. 
 
Environment Goal: Natural Environment – that the Shire of Denmark acknowledge the importance 
of the natural environment to the residents of Denmark and the region, and works with residents 
and all relevant agencies to maintain a high standard of environmental protection and its 
integration with community life. 
 
Economic Objective: Denmark’s economy is diverse and vibrant – its primary industries of tourism 
and agriculture rely on and enjoy natural and other assets that are sensibly managed and 
promoted. 
 
Economic Goal: Development – that the Shire of Denmark closely monitor development and 
associated infrastructure needs in the region, and acts in conjunction with other authorities and 
agencies to plan development which is sensitive, timely and appropriate to the community’s 
needs. 
 

 Corporate Business Plan 
3.2.2 Work with other Government bodies on Local and State regional planning and 

development issues. 
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Sustainability Implications:  
 Governance: 
There are no known significant governance considerations relating to the report or officer 
recommendation. 
 
 Environmental: 
Reservation of the land in the Scheme, and subsequent transfer of the land parcels to the 
adjoining Denmark Catchment State Forest, is an appropriate environmental outcome for the 
subject land.  
 
 Economic: 
There are no known significant economic considerations relating to the report or officer 
recommendation. 
 
 Social: 
There are no known significant social considerations relating to the report or officer 
recommendation. 
 
 Risk: 

Risk Risk 
Likelihood 
(based on 
history and 

with existing 
controls) 

Risk Impact / 
Consequence 

Risk Rating 
(Prior to 

Treatment or 
Control) 

Principal 
Risk Theme 

Risk Action Plan 
(Controls or 
Treatment 
proposed) 

That Council not 
initiate Scheme 
Amendment No. 

139 

Possible (3) Minor (2) Moderate (5-9) Not Meeting 
Community 

expectations 

Accept Officer 
Recommendation 

 
Comment/Conclusion: 
Scheme Amendment No. 139 proposes to remove the “Agricultural Research Station (AR)” 
denotion that is associated with the “Public Use” local scheme reservation over Lot 7648 Kernutts 
Road, Hay on the basis that the land is no longer required by the Department of Agriculture for 
this purpose and is proposed to be included, along with adjoining Lot 7576, into the adjoining 
Denmark Catchment State Forest for conservation purposes (noting this land currently has a 
“Public Use” local scheme reservation in place). 
 
It is therefore recommended that Council initiate Scheme Amendment No. 139 to TPS No. 3 
accordingly. 

 
Voting Requirements: 
Simple majority. 

 
COUNCIL RESOLUTION & OFFICER RECOMMENDATION ITEM 8.1.4 
MOVED: CR BARTLETT SECONDED: CR LEWIS 
 
That with respect to the request to initiate a Scheme Amendment to remove the “Agricultural 
Research Station” denotion on Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay, Council: 
 
1. Pursuant to Section 75 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 initiate Town Planning 

Scheme No. 3 Amendment No. 139 by: 
Amending the Scheme Map to remove the “Agricultural Research Station (AR)” 
denotion over Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay. 

2. Determine that Town Planning Scheme No. 3 Scheme Amendment No. 139 is a ‘Basic 
Amendment’ as per the provisions of the Planning and Development (Local Planning 
Schemes) Regulations 2015 as it is an amendment that will ensure the reservation over the 
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land is consistent with other reservations in the scheme for land that forms part of the 
Denmark Catchment State Forest. 

3. Refer Town Planning Scheme No. 3 Scheme Amendment No. 139 to the Environmental 
Protection Authority in accordance with Section 81 of the Planning and Development Act 
2005. 

4. Authorises the Shire President and Chief Executive Officer to execute the documentation 
for forwarding to the Western Australian Planning Commission in accordance with 
Regulation 58 of the Planning and Development Act (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 
2015 seeking final approval by the Minister for Planning. 

5. Determines to not proceed with Scheme Amendment 84 to rezone Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, 
Hay from “Public Use” to “Rural” and advise the Environmental Protection Authority and the 
Western Australian Planning Commission accordingly. 

 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY: 9/0 Res: 080617 
 

 
8.2 Director of Community & Regulatory Services 
 Nil 
 
 
8.3 Director of Infrastructure Services 

Nil 
 
 
8.4 Director of Finance & Administration 

 
8.4.1 FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE MONTH ENDING 30 APRIL 2017 
File Ref: FIN.1 
Applicant / Proponent: Not applicable 
Subject Land / Locality: Denmark 
Disclosure of Officer Interest: Nil 
Date: 31 May 2017 
Author: Steve Broad, Accountant 
Authorising Officer: Cary Green, Director of Finance & Administration 
Attachments: 8.4.1 – April Monthly Financial Report 
  

 
Summary: 
It is a requirement of the Local Government Act 1995 that monthly and quarterly financial 
statements are presented to Council, in order to allow for proper control of the Shire’s finances. 
In addition, Council is required to review the Municipal Budget on a six monthly basis to ensure 
that income and expenditure is in keeping with budget forecasts. It should be noted that the 
budget is monitored on a monthly basis in addition to the requirement for a half yearly review. 
 
The attached financial statements and supporting information are presented for the consideration 
of Elected Members. Council staff welcome enquiries in regard to the information contained within 
these reports. 
 
Background: 
In order to prepare the attached financial statements, the following reconciliations and financial 
procedures have been completed and verified; 

 
 Reconciliation of all bank accounts. 
 Reconciliation of the Rates Book, including outstanding debtors and the raising of interim 

rates. 
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8.1.1 SCHEME AMENDMENT 139 – RECLASSIFYING LOT 7576 KERNUTTS ROAD, HAY 

FROM “PUBLIC USE” TO “PARKS & RECREATION” AND LOT 7648 KERNUTTS 
ROAD, HAY FROM “PUBLIC USE – AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH STATION” TO 
“RURAL”  

File Ref: TPS3/SA139 (A3807; A3246); TPS3/SA84 
Applicant / Proponent: Whelans on behalf of Landcorp (On Behalf of State of Western Australia) 
Subject Land / Locality: Lots 7576 & 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay  
Disclosure of Officer Interest: Nil 
Date: 8 August 2016 
Author: Annette Harbron, Director of Planning & Sustainability 
Authorising Officer: Annette Harbron, Director of Planning & Sustainability 

Attachments: 

8.1.1a – Proposed Scheme Text Provisions, Zoning Map and Building Envelope 
Plan 

8.1.1b – Letter from EPA in relation to Scheme Amendment 84  
8.1.1c – Minutes from 27 May 2003 Council Meeting in Relation to Scheme 

Amendment 83 
  

 
Summary: 
Planning Services have received a request to initiate a Scheme Amendment to Town Planning 
Scheme No. 3 (TPS No. 3) to reclassify Lot 7576 Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public Use” local scheme 
reserve to “Parks and Recreation” local scheme reserve and Lot 7648 from “Public Use – Agricultural 
Research Station’ local scheme reserve to “Rural” with an “Additional Use (A24)” zone to apply.  By 
reclassifying the land as proposed and introducing the additional use zoning provisions, the existing 
flora and fauna values over the two lots will be protected whilst allowing for a single house to be 
developed on Lot 7648 only. 
 
Having due regard to the relevant provisions of TPS No .3, the Shire’s adopted Local Planning 
Strategy (2011) and the numerous State Planning Policies and Town Planning Scheme Policies that 
are relevant to this proposal, it is recommended that Scheme Amendment No. 139 be initiated. 

 
Background: 
Current Application 
A request to initiate a Scheme Amendment to TPS No. 3 to reclassify Lot 7576 Kernutts Road, Hay 
from “Public Use” local scheme reserve to “Parks and Recreation” local scheme reserve and Lot 7648 
Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public Use – Agricultural Research Station’ local scheme reserve to “Rural” 
with an “Additional Use (A24)” zone to apply was lodged with Planning Services in February 2014.  It 
should be noted that since lodgement, the Scheme Amendment documentation has been the subject 
of an internal review by the Shire’s Development Co-ordination Unit and the Department of Planning 
whereby a number of key modifications/issues were identified that Shire officers and the Department 
of Planning considered needed to be addressed in the Scheme Amendment documentation prior to 
the matter being referred to Council for consideration of initiation.  
 
Attached at Attachment 8.1.1a are the proposed Scheme Text provisions, Zoning Map and the 
referenced Building Envelope Plan.  Due to the size of the document, a copy of the Scheme 
Amendment report documentation is available for Councillors via Dropbox or USB, with a printed 
version available for Councillors upon request. 
 
In summary, the proposed Scheme provisions and the associated Building Envelope Plan will provide 
for a single house able to be built on Lot 7648 only. 
 
History of Disposal Process Considerations and Scheme Amendment Considerations   
At the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 26 February 2002, Council considered the  request from 
Vic Smith & Associates Pty Ltd Property Consultants acting on behalf of the Department of Agriculture 
(who were the management body for the two land parcels – with Lot 7648 being a Crown Reserve 
(Reserve 41253) and Lot 7576 being freehold land owned by the Minister for Works with a 
management order in favour of the Department of Agriculture) to provide its position on disposal and 
subsequent rezoning of the subject lots to “Rural”, wherein Council resolved as follows (Res No: 
84/02): 
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1. That Council support the freeholding and disposal of Reserve 41253 (Location 7648) Kernutts 

Road and advise that any subsequent proposal to rezone the land from Public Use Reserve to 
Rural will need to be the subject of a Town Planning Scheme Amendment prepared by planning 
consultants and submitted in accordance with Council’s requirements for consideration. 

2. That Council not support the disposal of Location 7576 Kernutts Road which is zoned Public Use 
Reserve under Town Planning Scheme No. 3, as the land is completely vegetated and a 
substantial portion is a wetland and subsequent development resulting from the disposal would 
not be favoured. 

3. That Council advise that any funding generated by the ultimate sale of Location 7648 Kernutts 
Road must be expended by the Department of Agriculture in the Denmark area. 

 
At the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 25 March 2003,Council considered the request to rezone 
Lot 7648 Kernutts Road from “Public Use Reserve” to “Rural” wherein Council resolved as follows 
(Res No: 64/03): 
 
1. That Amendment No. 84 to Town Planning Scheme No. 3 be initiated subject to the modifications 

in the attached Schedule of Modifications being carried out. 
2. When modified, Amendment No. 84 be referred to the Environmental Protection Authority and 

once authorised by the EPA, it be advertised for a period of 42 days. 
 
In line with Council’s resolution the Scheme Amendment 84 documentation was prepared and referred 
to the Environmental Protection Authority accordingly for their due consideration to proceed to 
advertising.  On the 5 May 2003 the Environmental Protection Authority advised in order for the review 
of the proposal to be undertaken and an appropriate level of assessment set that that additional 
information was required to be provided – refer Attachment 8.1.1b.  To date this information has never 
been provided and Scheme Amendment 84 has never progressed. 
 
At the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 27 May 2003,Council considered the request to rezone 
Lot 7576 Kernutts Road from “Public Use Reserve” to “Rural” and alter the Additional Use Schedule 
in the Scheme Text wherein Council resolved as follows (Res No: 148/03): 
 
1. That Council not proceed with and not initiate Amendment No. 83 to Town Planning Scheme No. 

3. 
2. That Council notify the Western Australian Planning Commission of (1.) above. 
 
A copy of the relevant minutes pertaining to this resolution is provided at Attachment 8.1.1c. 
 
In November 2008, the Department for Planning & Infrastructure (State Land Services) requested the 
Shire’s comments in relation to their investigations of disposing of Lots 7576 & 7648.  This matter was 
initially considered at the Ordinary Meeting of Council held on 27 January 2009, noting Council 
resolved (Res No: 090109) to defer consideration and seek advice from the Department of 
Environment & Conservation as to the values of Location 7576 and the likelihood as to whether any 
clearing may or may not be approved and request Council staff to provide a report on the potential 
uses of the partially cleared portion of Location 7648 for the purposes of community facilities. 
 
In line with Council’s resolution, staff sought comments from the Department of Environment & 
Conservation and the matter was re-considered by Council at the Ordinary Meeting held on 28 April 
2009 wherein Council resolved as follows (Res No: 140409): 
 
That Council; 
1. Not support the freeholding of Plantagenet Location 7648 and Location 7576, Kernutts Road. 
2. Council supports incorporating both parcels within the adjoining conservation estate. 
3. Requests that the portion of cleared land over Location 7648 be revegetated and rehabilitated if 

the land is incorporated as part of the conservation estate. 
 
In October 2010, the Shire of Denmark received correspondence from the Department of Regional 
Development and Lands (Sate Lands – South East) advising that they were investigating a request 
for a proposal to create reserve/s for a range of lots (inclusive of Lots 7576 and 7648) for ‘Conservation 
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of Flora and Fauna’ to be managed by the Conservation Commission of Western Australia (CCWA).  
No further action was required from the Shire of Denmark in relation to the subject lots given the 
Council resolution of 28 April 2009. 
 
Following initial enquiries by Whelans in 2013 to rezone Lots 7576 & 7648, Planning Services 
contacted the Department of Lands (South West & Great Southern) to ascertain the status of the 
proposal to create the ‘Conservation of Flora and Fauna’ reserve.  Advice received from the Property 
Asset & Clearing House section of the Department of Lands was that as government departments are 
required to pay for land now, the Conservation Commission of Western Australia advised that they 
were not in a position to purchase and the land has now been identified for disposal accordingly. 
 
Consultation: 
In accordance with the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015, 
public advertising of a ‘complex amendment’ (refer explanation under ‘Statutory Obligations’) is 
required to be undertaken for a minimum period of 60 days once the Environmental Protection 
Authority and the Western Australian Planning Commission have considered the Scheme 
Amendment.   

 
External Consultation  
 Whelans (applicant) 
 Department of Planning 
 Department of Lands 
 Department of Environment Regulation (Contaminated Sites Branch) 
 
Internal Consultation  
 Development Co-ordination Unit 

 
Statutory Obligations:   
 Planning and Development Act 2005 – TPS No. 3 is an operative Local Planning Scheme under 

the Act; 
 Town Planning Scheme No. 3 – Lot 7576 is currently reserved as “Public Use” and Lot 7648 is 

reserved as “Public Use – Agricultural Research Station” and 
 Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 – The Regulations set 

the procedure for amending a town planning scheme. 
 
The Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 provide for complex, 
standard and basic amendments.  In relation to Scheme Amendment No. 139, it is considered to 
be a complex amendment having regard to Regulation 34 which is defined as: 
 
(a) an amendment that is not consistent with a local planning strategy for the scheme that has 

been endorsed by the Commission;  
(b) an amendment that is not addressed by any local planning strategy; 
(c) an amendment relating to development that is of a scale, or will have an impact, that is 

significant relative to development in the locality; 
(d) an amendment made to comply with an order made by the Minister under section 76 or 77A of 

the Act; 
(e) an amendment to identify or amend a development contribution area or to prepare or amend a 

development contribution plan. 
 

Policy Implications: 
The following policies have been given due consideration in relation to this proposal: 

 
 State Planning Policy No. 2.5: Land Use Planning in Rural Areas 
 State Planning Policy 3.7: Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas 
 Town Planning Scheme Policy No. 5: Minimum Setbacks 
 
Budget / Financial Implications: 
Fees associated with the amendment have been paid as per Council’s operative Fees and Charges 
Schedule. 
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Strategic & Corporate Plan Implications: 
The sites are designated in the adopted Local Planning Strategy as ‘Public Use’ – designations that 
reflect the current scheme reservations in Town Planning Scheme No. 3.  Due regard has been given 
to the relevant Local Planning Strategy provisions within Scheme Amendment No. 139, namely Part 
1 Section 4.7 Natural Resource Management.  It is considered that the proposals for scheme 
reserve/zoning provisions provided for in Scheme Amendment No. 139 would be minor variations to 
the Local Planning Strategy and if the amendment was gazetted could be dealt with in any review of 
the Local Planning Strategy. 
 
The report and officer recommendation is consistent with Council’s adopted Mission and Vision and 
assists achieve the following specific adopted Strategic Objectives & Goals: 
 
Environment Objective: Denmark’s natural environment is regionally significant, wild and beautiful, 
yet so inviting and fragile that its protection and enhancement is carefully balanced in meeting the 
needs of current and future generations’ lifestyle, development and tourism needs. 
 
Environment Goal: Natural Environment – that the Shire of Denmark acknowledge the importance of 
the natural environment to the residents of Denmark and the region, and works with residents and all 
relevant agencies to maintain a high standard of environmental protection and its integration with 
community life. 
 
Economic Objective: Denmark’s economy is diverse and vibrant – its primary industries of tourism 
and agriculture rely on and enjoy natural and other assets that are sensibly managed and promoted. 
 
Economic Goal: Development – that the Shire of Denmark closely monitor development and 
associated infrastructure needs in the region, and acts in conjunction with other authorities and 
agencies to plan development which is sensitive, timely and appropriate to the community’s needs. 
 
Governance Objective: The Shire of Denmark provides renowned leadership in sustainability, is 
effective with both its consultation with its people and its management of its assets, and provides 
transparent and fiscally responsible decision making.  
 
Governance Goal: Planning – that the Shire of Denmark work with other relevant authorities and 
agencies to develop and implement planning policies and decisions that not only reflect the wishes of 
the community, but also provide the region with appropriate development options. 

 
Sustainability Implications:  
 Governance: 
There are no known significant governance considerations relating to the report or officer 
recommendation. 
 
 Environmental: 
There are no known significant environmental considerations relating to the report or officer 
recommendation, noting that the proposed Scheme provisions address the relevant environmental 
related matters for the development of the site (e.g. identification of building envelope, vegetation 
protection areas, restriction on landuses, fire protection measures etc.). 
 
 Economic: 
There are no known significant economic considerations relating to the report or officer 
recommendation. 
 
 Social: 
There are no known significant social considerations relating to the report or officer recommendation. 
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 Risk: 

Risk Risk 
Likelihood 
(based on 
history and 

with existing 
controls) 

Risk Impact / 
Consequence 

Risk Rating 
(Prior to 

Treatment or 
Control) 

Principal 
Risk Theme 

Risk Action Plan 
(Controls or Treatment 

proposed) 

That Council not 
initiate Scheme 
Amendment No. 

139 

Possible (3) Minor (2) Moderate (5-9) Not Meeting 
Community 

expectations 

Accept Officer 
Recommendation 

 
Comment/Conclusion: 
Scheme Amendment No. 139 proposes to reclassify Lot 7576 Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public Use” 
local scheme reserve to “Parks and Recreation” local scheme reserve and Lot 7648 from “Public Use 
– Agricultural Research Station’ local scheme reserve to “Rural” with an “Additional Use (A24)” zone 
to apply.  By reclassifying the land as proposed and introducing the additional use zoning provisions, 
the existing flora and fauna values over the two lots will be protected whilst allowing for a single house 
to be developed on Lot 7648 only. 
 
As referenced in the ‘Background’ section of this report, there is extensive history in relation to the 
proposed disposal of the subject lots (on the basis of being State owned land) and rezoning of the 
subject lots.  As a result, Planning Services have liaised with the Department of Lands and the 
Department of Environment Regulation (Contaminated Sites Branch) and their latest advice 
respectively is as follows: 
 

 The land has been identified for disposal on the open market as the Conservation Commission of 
Western Australia and/or Department of Environment Regulation have identified that they are not 
in a position to purchase the land and support limited development occurring on Lot 7648. 

 A Preliminary Site Investigation would not be needed as part of the scheme amendment; 
investigation may be required associated with development in the future. 

 
From a Planning Services perspective it is considered that, having regard to the above comments, 
the scheme amendment proposal which incorporates provisions that will protect the flora and fauna 
values over the two lots whilst allowing for a single house only to be developed on Lot 7648 is 
considered appropriate. 

 
It is therefore recommended that Council initiate Scheme Amendment No. 139 to TPS No. 3 
accordingly. 

 
Voting Requirements: 
Simple majority. 

 
OFFICER RECOMMENDATION ITEM 8.1.1 
 

That with respect to the request to initiate a Scheme Amendment to reclassify Lot 7576 Kernutts 
Road, Hay from “Public Use” to “Parks & Recreation” and Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public 
Use – Agricultural Research Station” to “Rural”, Council: 

 
1. Pursuant to Section 75 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 initiate Town Planning 

Scheme No. 3 Amendment No. 139 by: 
a) Reclassifying Lot 7576 Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public Use” local scheme reserve to 

“Parks and Recreation” local scheme reserve. 
b) Reclasifying Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public Use – Agricultural Research Station” 

local scheme reserve to “Rural” with an ‘Additional Use (A24)’ zone. 
c) Amending the Scheme Map accordingly. 
d) Inserting Additional Use (A24) and associated provisions in Appendix II – Schedule of 

Additional Use Sites of the Scheme text as follows: 
 Column 1  

A24  
 Column 2 – Particulars of the Land 
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Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay 
 Column 3 – Additional Use 

The objective of the ‘Additional Use’ for the subject land is to protect existing flora and 
fauna values and, notwithstanding the Rural zoning, accordingly restrict land use classes 
to the following: 
‘AA’ uses: 
- Home Occupation 
‘P’ uses: 
- Single House 
All other land uses classes are prohibited ‘X’ use. 

 Column 4 – Conditions of Additional Use 
1. The building envelope for Lot 7648 shall be as per the Building Envelope Plan Lots 

7576 & 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay dated 27 January 2016 as provided for in the 
Scheme Amendment 139 documentation. 

2. Within those areas delineated as Vegetation Protection Area on the Building Envelope 
Plan, no further clearing shall occur except for: 
- Trees that are dead, diseased or dangerous; 
- To comply with any Bushfire Management requirements that relate to the site; and  
- To provide vehicular access to the designated building envelope. 

3. Development shall be connected to Alternative Treatment Units approved by the local 
government and the Department of Health. 

4. All buildings shall be constructed to AS3959-2009 Construction of Buildings in Bushfire 
Prone Areas (as amended), with all bushfire management measures recommended in 
the Bushfire Hazard Assessment Report contained in the Scheme Amendment 139 
documentation being implemented to the satisfaction of the local government. 

5. Provision of potable water shall be the responsibility of the individual landowner at the 
time of development and shall involve the installation of a water storage tank of not 
less than 92,000 litre capacity. 

6. As a condition of Development Approval, the area around the building envelope shall 
be fenced so as to demarcate the development exclusion area outside of the building 
envelope.  All fencing (internal and boundary) shall be of rural construction standard 
such as pine/steel post and strand to the satisfaction of the local government. 

7. A Preliminary Site Investigation is required to be undertaken, to the satisfaction of the 
Department of Environment Regulation, to accompany the application for development 
approval, given the site’s historical use as an agricultural research station. 

2. Determine that Town Planning Scheme No. 3 Scheme Amendment No. 139 is a ‘Complex 
Amendment’ as per the provisions of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) 
Regulations 2015 for the following reasons: 
a) It is an amendment that is not consistent with a local planning strategy for the scheme that 

has been endorsed by the Western Australian Planning Commission; and 
b) It is an amendment that is not addressed by any local planning strategy. 

3. Refer Town Planning Scheme No. 3 Scheme Amendment No. 139 to the Environmental 
Protection Authority in accordance with Section 81 of the Planning and Development Act 2005. 

4. Refer Town Planning Scheme No. 3 Scheme Amendment No. 139 to the Western Australian 
Planning Commission in accordance with Regulation 38 of the Planning and Development Act 
(Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015. 

5. Resolve to proceed to advertising of Town Planning Scheme Amendment No. 139 as per 
Regulation 38 of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015. 

6. Not proceed with Scheme Amendment 84 to rezone Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public 
Use” to “Rural” and advise the Environmental Protection Authority and the Western Australian 
Planning Commission accordingly. 

 
  



Extracted from Council Minutes – 16 August 2016 Shire of Denmark 

 
COUNCIL RESOLUTION ITEM 8.1.1 
MOVED: CR GILLIES SECONDED: CR SEENEY 
 

That with respect to the request to initiate a Scheme Amendment to reclassify Lot 7576 Kernutts 
Road, Hay from “Public Use” to “Parks & Recreation” and Lot 7648 Kernutts Road, Hay from “Public 
Use – Agricultural Research Station” to “Rural”, Council: 
1. Not initiate Scheme Amendment 139 at this point in time; 
2. Seek to undertake discussions with the Department of Lands and the Minister for Lands 

regarding the disposal of this land to the adjoining State Forest landholding; noting Council has 
concerns over the current State Government requirement for government departments to 
purchase land from government departments; and 

3. Re-consider the matter at the earliest available Council meeting following discussions with the 
Department of Lands and the Minister for Lands. 

 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY: 8/0 Res: 060816 
 

REASONS FOR CHANGE 
Council considered that the land was more important as a community asset and not private land and 
previous Council resolutions and initial from the Conservation Commission of Western Australia (the 
then Department of Environment & Conservation) was that the land has high biodiversity values.  
Council also considered it an appropriate time to discuss Council’s concerns with the current land 
disposal processes in place that have resulted in the subject land being identified for disposal as 
private land. 
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9.1.4 TOWN PLANNING SCHEME No.3 – AMENDMENT No.83 – 

LOCATION 7576 KERNUTTS ROAD 
 

Location: Location 7576 Kernutts Road 

File Ref: TPS3 A83 

Disclosure of Officer 

Interest: 
 

None 

Date: 29th April 2003 

Author: Peter Duncan – Manager, Planning & Development 
  

  

Summary: 

A proposed Amendment to Town Planning Scheme No.3 has been 

submitted to rezone Location 7576 Kernutts Road from Public Use Reserve 

to the Rural Zone and to alter the Additional Use Schedule in the Scheme 

Text. 

 

It is recommended the Amendment not be initiated. 

 
Background: 

The possibility of this land and an adjoining Location 7648 Kernutts Road 

being rezoned from the Public Use Reserve to the Rural Zone was 

considered by Council on the 26th February 2002 where it was resolved: 

 

“(1) That Council support the freeholding and disposal of Reserve 41253 

(Location 7648) Kernutts Road and advise that any subsequent proposal to 

rezone the land from Public Use Reserve to Rural will need to be the subject 

of a Town Planning Scheme Amendment prepared by planning consultants 

and submitted in accordance with Council’s requirements for consideration. 

 

(2) That Council not support the disposal of Location 7576 Kernutts Road 

which  is zoned Public Use Reserve under Town Planning Scheme No.3, as 

the land is completely vegetated and a substantial portion is a wetland and 

subsequent development resulting from the disposal would not be favoured. 

 

(3) That Council advise that any funding generated by the ultimate sale of 

Location 7648 Kernutts Road must be expended by the Department of 

Agriculture in the Denmark area.” 

 

Amendment No.84 which proposed the rezoning of the adjoining Location 

7648 Kernutts Road was considered by Council at its meeting held on the 

25th March 2003 where it was resolved. 

 

“(1) That Amendment No.84 to Town Planning Scheme No.3 be initiated 

subject to the modifications in the attached Schedule of Modifications being 

carried out. 

 

(2) When modified, Amendment No.84 be referred to the Environmental 

Protection Authority and once authorised by the EPA, it be advertised for a 

period of 42 days.” 

 

That Amendment No.84 was then modified by the consultants and was 

referred to the EPA prior to formal advertising.  The EPA has recently 

requested more detail on remnant vegetation and potential site 

contamination and this has been referred to the consultants to address. 
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This present Amendment No.83 involves Location 7576 Kernutts Road 

which, on 26th February 2002 Council resolved it did not support its 

disposal by the Crown (Department of Agriculture).  The reasons for that 

lack of support were, the land is completely vegetated and a substantial 

portion is a wetland and subsequent development resulting from the 

disposal would not be favoured. 

 

Location 7576 is freehold land owned by the Minister for Works with a 

Management Order in favour of the Department of Agriculture and is 

96.4ha in area.  Location 7576 was placed in favour of the Department of 

Agriculture following a transfer with the Education Department. 

 

The land to the far east and south west is zoned Rural, whilst to the south-

east is zoned Special Rural and to the north is a Public Use Reserve under 

Town Planning Scheme No.3. 

 

The land to the west is a Public Use Reserve that is presently being 

rezoned to an Industrial Zone (Amendment No.71) for the new industrial 

area.  The western part of Location 7576 will be affected by the buffer for 

the industrial area. 

 

As part of the Denmark Industrial Area Site Selection Study, a plan showed 

the bulk of Location 7656 is a wetland and the total site is vegetated with 

woodland. 

 

The rezoning of Location 7576 to Rural and its ultimate disposal would 

place pressure on various authorities for the clearing of the wetland for 

agricultural development. 

 
Comment: 

In accordance with policy a copy of the Amendment document is attached 

for each Councillor. 

 

The Amendment proposes to rezone Location 7576 from the Public Use 

Reserve to the Rural Zone and to alter the Schedule of Additional Use Sites 

to include this land and place specific restrictions on the land. 

 

Under the “Purpose” heading in the Amendment it is stated the proposal 

“is consistent with the relevant Town Planning Schemes and Local Planning 

Strategy (etc.)” but this not strictly correct. 

 

The Amendment does recognise the ecological significance of the land 

and states land use restrictions are needed over the land. 

 

The “Background” section of the Amendment fails to mention Council in 

February 2002 resolved not to support the disposal of this land.  It appears 

the basis of the Amendment is that the land is surplus to the Department of 

Agriculture requirements and it wishes to sell the land to achieve a return.  

This Amendment attempts to show how a zone and controls can be applied 

to the land to ensure that future purchasers are “not constrained by a 

‘redundant’ zoning/classification”. 
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The proposal involves the use of a Conservation Covenant and Scheme 

provisions with the ability to clear 10ha of the land for agricultural or other 

development.  It is proposed the Conservation Covenant is jointly 

managed by the landowner, Water and Rivers Commission, DEP and 

Council.  The Scheme provisions proposed do not specify that a 

conservation covenant must be prepared. 

 

The Scheme provisions involve altering Appendix 2 (Additional Use Sites) 

to include a reference to Additional and Restricted Uses and include 

Location 7576 in that Appendix with a range of 16 permissible uses and 9 

conditions of use. 

 

The document states the Department of Agriculture is prepared to prepare 

a conservation covenant under the direction of Council but this is not a 

specified condition in the Amendment. 

 

The Amendment does not contain a detailed land capability assessment 

and regardless of the kinds of conditions of use for the 10ha area for 

development, and considering the heavily vegetated nature of the site and 

the wetlands involved, it is ability to sustain a Rural Zoning is seriously 

questioned.  Council’s Rural Settlement Strategy’s Land Capability 

Mapping shows the site as having a low to medium capability only for 

perennial and annual horticulture and rural residential.  Its capability is 

better for grazing but that would involve clearing of this heavily vegetated 

lot and this would be contrary to the stated objectives of the Amendment. 

 

The fact that a landowner finds the land surplus to its requirements does 

not make a Scheme classification redundant as stated in the Amendment. 

 

The rezoning of this vegetated lot to Rural does not mean the rural 

character of the immediate area will be maintained.  The rural character is 

to the south of Kernutts Road.  The Amendment fails to mention the 

proposals contained in Amendment No.71 to rezone portion of State Forest 

No.64 to the west to Industry. 

 

The reference at 7.5 (Interface) that “discussions with the Manager, 

Planning Services confirm that the most appropriate zone adjoining the 

Crown land is the ‘Rural’ zone” is not correct.  The consultant was advised 

of Council’s February 2002 resolution and that a Scheme Amendment may 

fail to gain Council support for this particular piece of land. 

 

If the land is no longer required by the Department of Agriculture the 

Crown can amalgamate it into State Forest No.64 soon to become part of 

the larger National Park. 

 

The initiation of this Amendment is not favoured. 

 
Consultation: 

The Amendment if initiated by Council would need to be referred to the 

EPA for its assessment and authorisation to proceed.  If the EPA 

authorisation is received the Amendment would be publicly advertised for 

a period of 42 days by way of a newspaper notice, a sign on site, letters to 

neighbours and relevant government departments.  Once this process 
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starts, Council does not retain the right to make the final decision on the 

Amendment. 

 
Statutory Obligations:   

Town Planning & Development Act 1928 (as amended) 

Town Planning Scheme No.3 

Town Planning Regulations – The Regulations set the procedure for 

amending a Scheme including referral to the EPA, public advertising then 

referral to the WA Planning Commission and the final decision by the 

Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.  If Council does not resolve to 

initiate a Scheme Amendment, then there is no right of appeal against that 

decision.  Council under Regulation 13 must forward two copies of the 

Amendment to the WAPC but under Regulation 25(1)(d) the Commission 

does not make a recommendation to the Minister. 

 
Policy Implications: 

Town Planning Scheme Policy No.4 (TPS Amendment Documentation) – A 

copy of the Amendment is provided for each Councillor. 

 

Town Planning Scheme Policy No.29 (Rural Settlement Strategy) – 

Denmark River Catchment Policy Area No.5. 

 
Financial Implications: 

The necessary fee has been paid. 

 
Strategic Implications: 

Nil. 

 
Environmental Considerations: 

As stated earlier the site is almost completely vegetated (see aerial photo 

in Amendment document) except for a minor area of some 3500m2 on the 

western portion of this 96.4ha lot.  This cleared area represents only some 

0.36% of the site.  The proposal to allow 10ha to be developed, represents 

some 10.4% of the site.  Special condition 4 states the 10ha development 

envelope is to be located within “an existing cleared portion of the land…” 

but there is not an area of 10ha that is cleared.  The small 3500m2 cleared 

area is within the buffer for the new industrial area. 

 
Voting Requirements: 

Simple majority. 

 
 

COUNCIL DECISION & OFFICER RECOMMENDATION ITEM 9.1.4 
 

MOVED:  CR DONNELLY  SECONDED:  CR STOKES-HUGHES 

(1) That Council not proceed with and not initiate Amendment No.83 to 

Town Planning Scheme No.3. 
 

(2) That Council notify the WA Planning Commission of (1) above. 
 

CARRIED 7/2                                                                                         Res: 148/03 
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